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The Ritual Bath Aug 18 2021 Detective Peter Decker of the LAPD is stunned when he gets the report. Someone has
shattered the sanctuary of a remote yeshiva community in the California hills with an unimaginable crime. One of
the women was brutally raped as she returned from the mikvah, the bathhouse where the cleansing ritual is
performed. The crime was called in by Rina Lazarus, and Decker is relieved to discover that she is a calm and
intelligent witness. She is also the only one in the sheltered community willing to speak of this unspeakable
violation. As Rina tries to steer Decker through the maze of religious laws, the two grow closer. But before they get
to the bottom of this horrendous crime, revelations come to light that are so shocking, they threaten to come between
the hard-nosed cop and the deeply religious woman with whom he has become irrevocably linked.
Private Eyes Feb 09 2021 BONUS: This edition contains an excerpt from Jonathan Kellerman's Guilt. NEW YORK
TIMES BESTSELLER The voice belongs to a woman, but Dr. Alex Delaware remembers a little girl. It is eleven
years since seven-year-old Melissa Dickinson dialed the hospital help line for comfort—and found it in therapy with
Alex Delaware. Now the lovely young heiress is desperately calling for the psychologist’s help once more. Only this
time it looks like Melissa’s deepest childhood nightmare is really coming true. “A page-turner from beginning to
end.”—Los Angeles Times Twenty years ago, Gina Dickinson, Melissa’s mother, suffered a grisly assault that left
the budding actress irreparably scarred and emotionally crippled. Now her acid-wielding assailant is out of prison
and back in L.A.—and Melissa is terrified that the monster has returned to hurt Gina again. But before Alex
Delaware can even begin to soothe his former patient’s fears, Gina, a recluse for twenty years, disappears. And now,
unless Delaware turns crack detective to uncover the truth, Gina Dickinson will be just one more victim of a cold
fury that has already spawned madness . . . and murder.
Hart's Annual Army List, Militia List, and Imperial Yeomanry List Feb 21 2022
Soldiers and sailors Nov 28 2019 A collection of biographies by various authors.
Compulsion Nov 20 2021 An Alex Delaware Novel. Child psychologist-turned-novelist Jonathan Kellerman uses
his knowledge of the psyche's weaknesses to create chilling crime novels, many starring detective (and former child
psychologist, natch) Alex Delaware and cop friend Milo Sturgis.
City of the Dead Jul 05 2020 'His exploration of warped minds is as gripping as the kinks in the complex plot' The
Times. 'An intelligent and dark ride' Peterborough Telegraph 'A book that will delight [...] with its familiar mix of
detection and psychological insight' Shots Magazine _________________________ The electrifying new Alex
Delaware thriller from the #1 New York Times *BESTSELLING* master of suspense! At 5am in the upscale
neighbourhood of Westwood Village, two removal men are making a routine pick-up when they make a fatal hit. It's
a man... who appeared from nowhere, naked and with no means of identification. Not long after, a woman is found
dead in a house nearby, which neighbours suspect to be a brothel. Could the man have come from there? When
LAPD homicide lieutenant Milo Sturgis calls brilliant psychologist Alex Delaware to the scene, the case gets even
more complicated. Delaware has met the woman before. She's a psychologist too... Are the two deaths linked? Or
could there be a darker force at work?
Self-Defense May 15 2021 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Dr. Alex Delaware doesn’t see many private
patients anymore, but the young woman called Lucy is an exception. So is her dream. Lucy Lowell is referred to
Alex by Los Angeles police detective Milo Sturgis. A juror at the agonizing trial of a serial killer, Lucy survived the
trauma only to be tormented by a recurring nightmare: a young child in the forest at night, watching a strange and
furtive act. “Exciting . . . loaded with tension and packed with titillating insights.”—The New York Times Book

Review Now Lucy’s dream is starting to disrupt her waking life, and Alex is concerned. The power of the dream, its
grip on Lucy’s emotions, suggests to him that it may be more than a nightmare. It may be the repressed childhood
memory of something very real. Something like murder.
True Detectives Oct 20 2021 TRUE DETECTIVES follows half-brothers Moe Reed and Aaron Fox on the twisted
trail of a missing girl; a dark, baffling whodunit that forces the brothers to put aside their mutual animus to work
with psychologist Alex Delaware - and to confront the unresolved family mystery that turned them into enemies. 'No
one does psychological suspense as well as Jonathan Kellerman' (Detroit Free Press), and the New York Times No.
1 author's novels, such as KILLER and BREAKDOWN are perfect for fans of Patricia Cornwell and Harlan Coben.
PIs can do things, legally, that cops can't. And cops have access to resources denied their private counterparts. Only
by pooling their efforts - and by consulting a man both brothers respect, psychologist Alex Delaware, do Fox and
Reed stand a chance of peeling back the secrets in high places that explain the fate of an outwardly innocent young
woman. And, by doing so, the brothers learn about much more than murder.
TV Guide Jan 29 2020
USA Today Index Oct 27 2019
Double Homicide Mar 01 2020 DOUBLE HOMICIDE is a superb collaboration between two bestselling thriller
writers, Faye and Jonathan Kellerman. 'Writing as a team for the first time, the Kellermans get it just right: pacing,
plotting, even the prose . . . oh-so-refreshingly readable' (Kirkus Reviews). This stunning collaboration is bound to
appeal to all fans of Patricia Cornwell and Harlan Coben. In Santa Fe, Darrel Two Moons and Steve Katz are called
to the scene of a blunt-force homicide. Did the deceased, a wealthy art dealer, stumble on a burglar stealing a
priceless painting, or did one of his many enemies finally seek revenge? Dorothy Breton is called to downtown
Boston to find that her elder son is a witness to the killing of a promising athlete in a shoot-out. The evidence is
stacked against the obvious culprit - until the autopsy shows the young man didn't die of gunshot wounds . . .
Serpentine Jul 17 2021 NO WITNESSES. NO EVIDENCE. NO MOTIVE . . . When Ellie Barker was three years
old, her mother was found in a torched Cadillac, overturned on Mulholland Drive, with a bullet in her head. Many
detectives had tried and failed to solve the case. Decades later, still desperate for answers, Ellie hires LAPD
homicide lieutenant Milo Sturgis, who calls in the expertise of brilliant psychologist Alex Delaware, to investigate.
But as the two begin digging, they soon discover a string of dangerous threats still lurking in the present . . . Praise
for Jonathan Kellerman's New York Times No. 1 bestselling thrillers: 'Sophisticated, cleverly plotted and satisfying'
Sunday Telegraph 'High-octane entertainment' The Times 'Exceptionally exciting' New York Times
Victims Dec 30 2019 “With his latest, [Jonathan Kellerman] not only brings his ‘A’ game but also ratchets it up a
notch or three. . . . Victims will keep you up at night.”—Bookreporter Acid-tongued Vita Berlin hadn’t a friend in
the world, but whom did she cross so badly as to end up meticulously arranged in such a gruesome murder scene?
One look prompts LAPD detective Milo Sturgis to summon his expert in homicidal maniacs, Alex Delaware. But
even Alex is stymied when more slayings occur in the same ghastly fashion—with no apparent connection among
the victims. And the only clue left behind—a blank page bearing a question mark—seems to be both a menacing
taunt and a chilling cry for help from a tortured, savage soul. To end the bloody spree and prevent citywide panic,
Alex navigates the secretive world of mental health treatment, from the sleek office of a Beverly Hills therapist to a
shuttered mental institution where he once learned his craft. As each jagged piece of the puzzle fits into place, a
portrait emerges of a sinister mind at its most unimaginable—and an evil soul at its most unspeakable. “Expertly
crafted, judiciously paced and echoing with larger social concerns.”—The Star-Ledger “The combination of Alex
Delaware [and] Detective Milo Sturgis . . . makes for the most original whodunit duo since Watson and
Holmes.”—Forbes Don’t miss the excerpt of Jonathan Kellerman’s Guilt in the back of the book.
When the Bough Breaks Sep 06 2020 In the first Alex Delaware novel, Dr. Morton Handler practiced a strange
brand of psychiatry. Among his specialties were fraud, extortion, and sexual manipulation. Handler paid for his sins
when he was brutally murdered in his luxurious Pacific Palisades apartment. The police have no leads, but they do
have one possible witness: seven-year-old Melody Quinn. It's psychologist Dr. Alex Delaware's job to try to unlock
the terrible secret buried in Melody's memory. But as the sinister shadows in the girl's mind begin to take shape,
Alex discovers that the mystery touches a shocking incident in his own past. This connection is only the beginning, a
single link in a forty-year-old conspiracy. And behind it lies an unspeakable evil that Alex Delaware must expose
before it claims another innocent victim: Melody Quinn.
AB Bookman's Weekly Apr 01 2020
Jonathan Kellerman's Alex Delaware Collection Jun 03 2020 The Alex Delaware Collection contains the highly
praised and popular first three Alex Delaware thrillers in an unmissable ebook omnibus edition, from New York
Times No. 1 bestseller Jonathan Kellerman. Perfect for fans of Michael Connelly and Harlan Coben. When the
Bough Breaks Seven-year-old Melody Quinn is the only witness of a horrific double murder but she can't or won't
talk about what she saw. Child psychologist Alex Delaware is brought in to try and get through to her and to the
truth of what happened that night. But it soon becomes clear that Melody isn't just traumatised by the murders...

Blood Test Doctors believe that they can successfully treat five-year-old cancer patient, Woody Swope. But
Woody's parents are refusing the treatment. Alex Delaware is called in to talk the parents round. But before he can,
the Swopes are gone and so is Woody. All that remains is a savagely ransacked and bloodied motel room, their
teenage daughter, Nona, and an increasingly sinister case to solve... Over The Edge Jamey Cadmus is clearly a
deeply troubled young man. Found clutching a bloodied knife at the scene of a brutal double homicide, surely he
must be the vicious serial killer who's been terrorising LA. What other explanation can there be? Alex Delaware is
asked to make an assessment of Jamey's mental health but to do that he needs to look into Jamey's past and no one
wants Alex digging there...
The New York Times Book Review Jun 23 2019 Presents extended reviews of noteworthy books, short reviews,
essays and articles on topics and trends in publishing, literature, culture and the arts. Includes lists of best sellers
(hardcover and paperback).
Lost Souls Aug 06 2020 The gripping new thriller from multi-bestselling author Jonathan Kellerman and his son,
Jesse, features a deputy coroner and a seemingly impossible case set against an atmospheric Californian backdrop.
'Storytelling at its best, I loved it' Kathy Reichs A DETECTIVE UNDER PRESSURE Deputy Coroner Clay Edison
is juggling a new baby who won't sleep with working the graveyard shift. For once he's trying to keep things simple.
A HAUNTING DISCOVERY When infant remains are found by developers demolishing a local park, a devastating
cold case is brought back to light. A DESPERATE SEARCH FOR ANSWERS Clay has barely begun to investigate
when he receives a call from a man who thinks the remains could belong to his sister - who went missing fifty years
ago. Now Clay is locked in a relentless search that will unearth a web of violence, secrets and betrayal. Because in
this town, the past isn't dead. It's very much alive. And it can kill.
A Cold Heart Aug 30 2022 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER LAPD homicide detective Milo Sturgis summons
his friend psychologist-sleuth Alex Delaware to a trendy gallery where a promising young artist has been brutally
garroted on the night of her first major showing. The details of the murder scene immediately suggest to Alex not an
impulsive crime of passion but the meticulous and taunting modus operandi of a serial killer. “No one does
psychological suspense as well as Jonathan Kellerman.”—Detroit Free Press Delaware’s suspicions are borne out
when he and Milo find a link between the artist’s death and the murder of a noted blues guitarist. The twisting trail
leads from halfway houses to palatial mansions, from a college campus to the last place Alex ever expected: the
doorstep of his ex-lover Robin Castagna. As more killings are discovered, unraveling the maddening puzzle assumes
a chilling new importance—stopping a vicious psychopath who’s made cold-blooded murder his chosen art form.
Breakdown Jul 29 2022 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Jonathan Kellerman has been universally hailed as
the master of psychological suspense, and the blockbuster new thriller featuring Alex Delaware and Milo Sturgis
confirms his status as today’s preeminent practitioner of saber-sharp storytelling. Psychologist Dr. Alex Delaware
meets beautiful and emotionally fragile TV actress Zelda Chase when called upon to evaluate her five-year-old son,
Ovid. Years later, Alex is unexpectedly reunited with Zelda when she is involuntarily committed after a bizarre
psychotic episode. Shortly after Zelda’s release, an already sad situation turns tragic when she is discovered dead on
the grounds of a palatial Bel Air estate. Having experienced more than enough of L.A.’s dark side to recognize the
scent of evil, Alex turns to his friend LAPD Lieutenant Milo Sturgis for help in finding out who ended Zelda’s
broken life. At the same time, Alex is caught up in another quest: the search for Zelda’s missing son. And when
other victims vanish from the same upscale neighborhood, worry turns to terror. As Alex struggles to piece together
the brief rise and steep fall of a gorgeous, talented actress, he and Milo unveil shattered dreams, the corruption of a
family, and a grotesque betrayal of innocence. With each devastating revelation and damning clue, Alex’s brilliant
mind is challenged as never before—and his determination grows to see a killer caged and the truth set free. Praise
for Breakdown “This is a book you should not miss. . . . A master craftsman at the top of his game . . . one of his
best to date.”—Bookreporter “Gripping . . . an exhilarating masterclass in the art of plotting, suspense,
characterization and brilliant mind games.”—Blackpool Gazette Praise for Jonathan Kellerman “Jonathan
Kellerman’s psychology skills and dark imagination are a potent literary mix.”—Los Angeles Times “Kellerman
doesn’t just write psychological thrillers—he owns the genre.”—Detroit Free Press
Library Journal Aug 25 2019
Night Moves Jul 25 2019 "An affluent family returns home from Sunday dinner only to find the murdered and
brutalized corpse of a total stranger in their house. This baffling, twisted tale tests Alex and Milo to their intellectual
and emotional limits"-Library Journal Sep 26 2019 Includes, beginning Sept. 15, 1954 (and on the 15th of each month, Sept.-May) a
special section: School library journal, ISSN 0000-0035, (called Junior libraries, 1954-May 1961). Also issued
separately.
Survival of the Fittest Oct 08 2020 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER The daughter of a diplomat disappears on a
school field trip—lured into the Santa Monica Mountains and killed in cold blood. Her father denies the possibility
of a political motive. There are no signs of struggle and no evidence of sexual assault, leaving psychologist Alex

Delaware and his friend LAPD homicide detective Milo Sturgis to pose the essential question: Why? “Feverish in
pace and rich in characters . . . a chilling and irresistible thriller.”—People Working with Daniel Sharavi, a brilliant
Israeli police inspector, Delaware and Sturgis soon find themselves ensnared in one of the darkest, most menacing
cases of their careers. And when death strikes again, it is Alex who must go undercover, alone, to expose an
unthinkable conspiracy of self-righteous brutality and total contempt for human life.
A COMPENDIUM OF CLASSIC AND POSTMODERN NOVEL SUMMARIES May 03 2020 This book is
comprised of a compendium of summaries from all novels that I have read for almost twelve years. Obviously, the
summaries have been documented on my blog since 2016, and seemingly, in my opinion, it is better bundled in a
book form since the statistic views show that the classic fictions are those among most read, so I rose to comply with
that demand. The purpose for which I devote myself to compose 85 summaries is to provide quick reading for novel
readers and students. Numerous genres are presented because I am quite concious those will bequeath you an
imaginative horizon. As a work of art, many of them transcend their expiatory aspects. And still more important to
us than scientific significance and literary worth is the inspirational impact those novels have on serious readers.
Finally, happy reading and I hope you will find this book useful.
The Web Sep 18 2021 Psychologist-detective Dr. Alex Delaware finds terror in the heart of paradise in this
relentlessly sinister novel by America's premier writer of psychological suspense. Three months in paradise, all
expenses paid. It's an invitation Alex Delaware can't refuse. Dr. Woodrow Wilson Moreland, a revered scientist and
philanthropist on the tiny Pacific island of Aruk, has invited Alex to his home to help him organize his papers for
publication--a light workload leaving Alex plenty of time to enjoy a romantic interlude with Robin Castagna.
Quickly, however, secretive houseguests, frightening nocturnal visitors, and the elusive Dr. Moreland himself dim
the pleasures of deep blue water and white sand. The cases Moreland chooses to share--a patient driven to madness
by a cruel, unspeakable act; a man who succumbed forty years ago to radiation poisoning after a nuclear blast; a
young woman, brutally murdered, whose mutilated body was found on the beach just six months before--seem
unconnected. And yet Alex can't help wondering what the good doctor is trying to tell him... and what Moreland's
real reason for inviting him to Aruk is. As Alex probes--with a little long-distance help from his friend LAPD
detective Milo Sturgis--he comes to believe the answer lies hidden somewhere on Moreland's vast estate. Yet when
he finally discovers the truth, the revelation will be more shocking than he could have imagined. And it will come
too late to stem the tide of violence that threatens guilty and innocent alike on the lovely lost island of Aruk. With
his brilliant characterizations and rapid-fire pace, Jonathan Kellerman has redefined the boundaries of suspense,
probing real-life horrors and innermost fears in a novel that transfixes from first page to last.
Deception Sep 30 2022 Her name is Elise Freeman, and her chilling cry for help comes too late to save her. On a
DVD found near her lifeless body, the emotionally and physically battered woman chronicles a long ordeal of abuse
at the hands of three sadistic tormentors. But even more shocking is the revelation that the offenders, like their
victim, are teachers at one of L.A.’s most prestigious prep schools. Homicide detective Milo Sturgis is assigned to
probe the hallowed halls of Windsor Prep Academy, and if ever he could use Dr. Alex Delaware’s psychological
prowess, it’s now. As the scandal-conscious elite close ranks around Windsor Prep, Alex and Milo push to expose
the dirty secrets festering among society’s manor-born. But while searching for predators among the privileged,
Alex and Milo may be walking into a highly polished death trap. Don’t miss the sneak peek of Jonathan Kellerman’s
new novel, Mystery, inside.
La clinique Mar 25 2022 Féministe virulente, le professeur de psychologie Hope Devane est retrouvée poignardée.
L'enquête s'enlisant, l'inspecteur Milo Sturgis est chargé de reprendre le dossier et s'adjoint les services du
psychologue Alex Delaware. Il n'y a sur les lieux aucune trace de lutte, et la disposition des blessures suggère le
crime passionnel ou l'exécution politique. Delaware comprend que c'est dans le passé de la victime qu'il lui faut
chercher la solution. Surgissent alors des personnages qui, comme Hope Devane, ne sont pas aussi " politiquement
corrects " qu'ils voudraient le laisser entendre. Jonathan Kellerman, considéré comme un maître du roman policier
psychologique, signe avec La Clinique le portrait d'un personnage à la fois coupable et victime, et qui glace le sang.
Blood Test May 27 2022 Dr. Alexander Delaware, a child psychologist in Los Angeles, is called in to evaluate the
case of a leukemia patient whose parents want to discontinue chemotherapy. When the boy disappears from the
hospital and his parents are found dead, the only leads are the boy's sensual older sister and a holistic-meditative cult
called The Touch. Delaware's search for the child takes him to a small town near the Mexican border where he
finally unearths the dark secrets kept by the boy's family and the townspeople. He also uncovers drugs and group sex
in the commune and survives a few harrowing attempts on his life. (Particularly well-drawn is a failed assassination
at the tale's end, which has intriguing mythic echoes.) As in his praised first novel, WHEN THE BOUGH BREAKS,
Kellerman draws on his experience as a clinical psychologist to enrich and broaden his considerable storytelling
talents. Imbued with a vivid sense of place and featuring a strong supporting cast, including Milo Sturgis, Delaware's
burly gay detective friend, this second adventure points happily toward an Alex Delaware series.
Heartbreak Hotel Apr 25 2022 #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Alex Delaware and LAPD detective Milo

Sturgis investigate the death of Alex’s most mysterious patient to date in the sensational new thriller from the master
of suspense, #1 New York Times bestselling author Jonathan Kellerman. At nearly one hundred years old, Thalia
Mars is a far cry from the patients that child psychologist Alex Delaware normally treats. But the charming, witty
woman convinces Alex to meet with her in a suite at the Aventura, a luxury hotel with a checkered history. What
Thalia wants from Alex are answers to unsettling questions—about guilt, patterns of criminal behavior, victim
selection. When Alex asks the reason for her morbid fascination, Thalia promises to tell all during their next session.
But when he shows up the following morning, he is met with silence: Thalia is dead in her room. When questions
arise about how Thalia perished, Alex and homicide detective Milo Sturgis must peel back the layers of a fascinating
but elusive woman’s life and embark on one of the most baffling investigations either of them has ever experienced.
For Thalia Mars is a victim like no other, an enigma who harbored nearly a century of secrets and whose life and
death draw those around her into a vortex of violence. Heartbreak Hotel is classic Delaware and classic Kellerman.
Praise for Heartbreak Hotel “Easy to dive into for mystery fans unfamiliar with the series, and a welcome treat for
readers who have been with Officer Sturgis and Dr. Delaware since the beginning.”—Booklist Praise for Jonathan
Kellerman “Jonathan Kellerman’s psychology skills and dark imagination are a potent literary mix.”—Los Angeles
Times “Kellerman doesn’t just write psychological thrillers—he owns the genre.”—Detroit Free Press “A master of
the psychological thriller.”—People
Over the Edge Jan 23 2022 From the New York Times bestselling author, a thrilling novel in the Alex Delaware
series about a psychotic teenage boy accused of six murders. When the phone rings in the middle of the night, child
psychologist Alex Delaware does not hesitate. Driving through the dream-lit San Fernando Valley, Alex rushes to
Jamey Cadmus, the patient he had failed five years before—and who now calls with a bizarre cry for help. But by
the time Alex reaches Canyon Oaks Psychiatric Hospital, Jamey is gone, surfacing a day later in the hands of the
police, who believe Jamey is the infamous Lavender Slasher, a psychotic serial killer. Wooed by a high-powered
attorney to build a defense, Alex will get a chance to do what he couldn’t five years ago. And when he peers into a
family’s troubled history and Jamey’s brilliant, tormented mind, the psychologist puts himself at the heart of a highprofile case. Because Alex knows that in a realm of money, loss, and madness, something terrible pushed Jamey
over the edge—or else someone is getting away with murder.
Obsession Nov 08 2020 Just before she died, Patty Bigelow confessed to having killed a man. Now her niece Tanya
is obsessed with finding out the truth about her aunt•s crime • and she needs Alex Delaware•s help . . .
Proceedings ... Jun 15 2021
Walking Shadows Jan 11 2021 AN INTENSE AND ADDICTIVE MYSTERY YOU WON'T WANT TO MISS!
The twenty-fifth book in the hugely popular Peter Decker and Rina Lazarus series from New York Times bestselling
author Faye KellermanA murderOn a suburban street in upstate New York, a body is discovered. 26-year-old Brady
Neil lived a simple life--his murder seems senseless. But then Detective Peter Decker discovers Brady's father was
convicted of murder many years ago.A disappearanceDecker begins to suspect Brady's death is connected to his
father's crimes. Then one of Brady's closest friends vanishes, a pool of blood the only clue to his fate.A ruthless
killer who must be stoppedWho would savagely kill two innocent men? With his wife Rina's help, Decker must use
all his skill to put the pieces of this deadly puzzle together...before the killer strikes again.
Bones Dec 10 2020 When it comes to writing deftly layered, tightly coiled novels of suspense, #1 New York Times
bestselling author Jonathan Kellerman reigns supreme as “master of the psychological thriller” (People). Kellerman
has worked his magic again in this chilling masterpiece. The anonymous caller has an ominous tone and an
unnerving message about something “real dead . . . buried in your marsh.” The eco-volunteer on the other end of the
phone thinks it’s a prank, but when a young woman’s body turns up in L.A.’s Bird Marsh preserve no one’s
laughing. And when the bones of more victims surface, homicide detective Milo Sturgis realizes the city’s under
siege to an insidious killer. Milo’s first move: calling in psychologist Alex Delaware. The murdered women are
prostitutes–except the most recent victim; a brilliant young musician from the East Coast, employed by a wealthy
family to tutor a musical prodigy, Selena Bass seems out of place in the marsh’s grim tableau. Conveniently–perhaps
ominously–Selena’s blueblood employers are nowhere to be found, and their estate’ s jittery caretaker raises hackles.
But Milo’s instincts and Alex’s insight are too well-honed to settle for easy answers, even given the dark secrets in
this troubled man’s past. Their investigation unearths disturbing layers–about victims, potential victims, and
suspects alike–plunging even deeper into the murky marsh’s enigmatic depths. Bizarre details of the crimes suggest
a devilish serial killer prowling L.A.’s gritty streets. But when a new murder deviates from the pattern, derailing a
possible profile, Alex and Milo must look beyond the suspicion of madness and consider an even more sinister mind
at work. Answers don’t come easy, but the darkest of drives and desires may fuel the most devious of foes. Bones is
classic Kellerman–relentlessly peeling back the skin and psyches of its characters and revealing the shadows and
sins of the souls beneath. With jolt after jolt of galvanizing suspense, it drives the reader through its twists and turns
toward a climax as satisfying as it is shattering.
The Butcher's Theater Jun 27 2022 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER They call the ancient hills of Jerusalem

the butcher’s theater. Here, upon this bloodstained stage, a faceless killer performs his violent specialty. The first to
die brutally is a girl. She is drained of blood, then carefully bathed and shrouded in white. Precisely one week later, a
second victim is found. “Crisp . . . suspenseful . . . intense.”—The New York Times Book Review From the sacred
Wailing Wall to monasteries where dark secrets are cloistered, from black-clad Bedouin enclaves to labyrinthine
midnight alleys, veteran police inspector Daniel Sharavi and his crack team plunge deep into a city simmering with
religious and political passions to hunt for a murderer whose insatiable taste for bloodshed could destroy the delicate
balance on which Jerusalem’s very survival depends.
Time Mar 13 2021
Hart's Annual Army List, Special Reserve List, and Territorial Force List Dec 22 2021
Guilt Apr 13 2021 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER In an upscale L.A. neighborhood, a backyard renovation
unearths an infant’s body, buried sixty years ago. Soon thereafter, in a nearby park, another disturbingly bizarre
discovery is made not far from the body of a young woman shot in the head. Helping LAPD homicide detective
Milo Sturgis to link these eerie incidents is brilliant psychologist Alex Delaware. But even the good doctor’s vast
experience with matters both clinical and criminal might not be enough to cut down to the bone of this chilling case.
Backtracking six decades into the past stirs up tales of a beautiful nurse with a mystery lover, a handsome, wealthy
doctor who seems too good to be true, and a hospital with a notorious reputation—all of them long gone, along with
any records of a newborn, and destined for anonymity. But the specter of fame rears its head when the case
unexpectedly twists in the direction of the highest echelons of celebrity privilege. Entering this sheltered world, Alex
little imagines the macabre layer just below the surface—a decadent quagmire of unholy rituals and grisly sacrifice.
Don’t miss the excerpt of Jonathan Kellerman’s Killer in the back of the book! Praise for Jonathan Kellerman and
Guilt “A solid, poignant tale of violence against the innocent . . . cool, brisk and polished.”—The Washington Post
“Action-packed . . . Kellerman proves he can keep readers entertained and engrossed in a story that keeps them on
the edge of their seats to the final page.”—Wichita Falls Times Record News “Certainly one of [Kellerman’s] best
offerings to date . . . Do not miss this one.”—Bookreporter “Jonathan Kellerman’s psychology skills and dark
imagination are a potent literary mix.”—Los Angeles Times “The combination of Alex Delaware [and] Detective
Milo Sturgis . . . makes for the most original whodunit duo since Watson and Holmes.”—Forbes “Jonathan
Kellerman’s novels are an obsession; once started it is hard to quit.”—Orlando Sentinel “Kellerman doesn’t just
write psychological thrillers—he owns the genre.”—Detroit Free Press
Deception Nov 01 2022 “Kellerman doesn’t just write psychological thrillers—he owns the genre.”—Detroit Free
Press Her name is Elise Freeman, and her chilling cry for help comes too late to save her. On a DVD found near her
lifeless body, the emotionally and physically battered woman chronicles a long ordeal of abuse at the hands of three
sadistic tormentors. But even more shocking is the revelation that the offenders, like their victim, are teachers at one
of L.A.’s most prestigious prep schools. Homicide detective Milo Sturgis is assigned to probe the hallowed halls of
Windsor Prep Academy, and if ever he could use Dr. Alex Delaware’s psychological prowess, it’s now. As the
scandal-conscious elite close ranks around Windsor Prep, Alex and Milo push to expose the dirty secrets festering
among society’s manor-born. But while searching for predators among the privileged, Alex and Milo may be
walking into a highly polished death trap. BONUS: This edition contains an excerpt from Jonathan Kellerman's
Victims. “Jonathan Kellerman’s novels are an obsession; once started it is hard to quit.”—Orlando Sentinel “The
combination of Alex Delaware and Detective Milo Sturgis make for the most original whodunit duo since Watson
and Holmes.”—Forbes
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